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Wadsworth College Reading Series: Book 1, 3rd Edition

Cengage Learning

The Wadsworth College Reading Series, 3rd Edition is a three-level series that uses a progressive, unified approach to improving students’ reading comprehension and critical thinking skills—all at an affordable price! Book 1 is the first book in the series and is designed for low-level (5th to 8th grade) reading courses. Each book in the series contains the same topics and content as other comparable textbooks, but for a third of the price.

Praised in previous editions by users across the country, the Third Edition of this innovative series contains additional features and support materials that will enhance students’ abilities to become effective readers. The series follows a consistent sequence and structure, pairing skills and strategies with paragraphs and short selections to introduce new concepts in context. The readings represent a diverse range of sources, including textbooks, websites, and magazines; have been updated for currency and relevance to students’ interest; and have been reviewed carefully to ensure appropriate instructional level reading.

Along with presenting the major reading skills—identifying the main idea, supporting details, implied main idea, transitions, patterns of organization, and others—the Third Edition introduces students to a world of reading strategies that enable them to practice good habits while reading. Strategies such as SQ3R, annotating, and note taking help students improve their comprehension and enable them to learn different strategies that will help them comprehend and analyze what they read. Each chapter covers skills and strategies in a consistent and clear manner.

The Third Edition was revised by Edith (Edy) Alderson, Joliet Junior College Professor Emeritus. After earning degrees in education from Illinois State University and reading from Northern Illinois University, Alderson spent over thirty years teaching reading. More than twenty years were devoted to teaching developmental reading at Joliet Junior College where she also served as Coordinator for Developmental Reading.

NEW TO THIS EDITION

• Longer Reading Selections: A choice of three longer reading selections in Chapters 2-8 allows students more practice reading longer pieces, as well as a greater diversity of material to read.

• Longer Reading Selections from Career Area Textbooks: At least one of the longer reading selections in Chapters 2-8 has been selected from career area textbooks such as fire science, law enforcement, computer technology, and sports medicine. Many students taking developmental reading courses today will pursue degrees in these career areas. These readings allow them to experience the actual textbook material from a career they may be considering. For students who are undecided in their career choice, these readings may inspire them to investigate a particular career.

• Longer Biographical Reading Selections: At least one of the longer reading selections in Chapters 2-8 is of biographical content. These biographies are selected to represent the great diversity of people that students may very well read about in their college courses and during their careers.

• Streamlined Skill Explanations: Skill explanations have been streamlined for greater ease of comprehension.

• Updated Practice Materials: Practice materials have been selected largely from career area textbooks. Students have authentic college text materials on which to practice their reading skills. These high interest materials have been carefully chosen to be at students’ instructional reading level.

• Reorganized Chapter Materials: The reading strategy has been moved ahead of the reading selections. Students are encouraged to practice the chapter reading strategy on their choice of reading selections. Because there are multiple reading selections, students have the opportunity to practice the strategy several times. The chapter review has been moved to the end of the chapter. While most questions follow the cloze procedure format, questions in later chapters in the text require more thoroughly written answers.

• Chapter Tests Now in the Instructor’s Manual: Chapter tests have been removed from the textbook to allow for greater security and validity for administering chapter assessments. The Combined Skills Tests for comprehensive assessment at the end of the textbook have also been removed for security and validity of results. All the tests are available in the Instructor’s Manual and online.

• Web Links: Web links have been added to allow students additional instruction, and the interactive links will provide them with the opportunity for additional practice.

INTRODUCTORY READING
TABLE OF CONTENTS

Each chapter begins with Chapter Goals and ends with Chapter Review.

1. IMPROVING READING AND THINKING

2. MAIN IDEAS

3. SUPPORTING DETAILS, MAPPING, AND OUTLINING

4. IMPLIED MAIN IDEAS.

5. TRANSITIONS

6. PATTERNS OF ORGANIZATION

7. INFERENCEs

8. READING VISUAL AIDS
Activate: College Reading
Ivan Dole | North Lake Community College
Leslie Taggart

Taking a holistic approach to developmental reading, Activate: College Reading, the first book in a three-book series, is written for introductory level (6th to 8th grade) reading courses. The other books in the series are Connect: College Reading (intermediate reading level, page 13) and Engage: College Reading (advanced reading level, page 14). Activate: College Reading guides students through a step-by-step approach to becoming stronger and more confident readers using skills they already possess. Employing popular media as a springboard, Dole and Taggart show students how the skills used when watching television or movies easily transfer to their reading. Reviewers have lauded the inclusion of varied, interesting readings that stimulate students’ interest in reading and provide them with background knowledge they can use for future college courses.

KEY FEATURES

• Application and Test readings and accompanying marginal annotations help students to connect to the readings and build their vocabularies.
• Read and Talk readings and activities get students engaged in interesting selections, showing that reading can be an enjoyable activity.
• Spotlight on Word Parts features help students build their vocabulary continually by learning frequently used word parts, their meanings, and words that use them. Students get a chance to practice using the word parts with activities.
• Spotlight on Inference features help students make the connection between reading and making inferences at important junctures in learning reading skills.
• Interactions throughout the lessons give students opportunities to practice each skill incrementally.
• The Review feature that ends each section quickly sums up for students the key points they should be learning.
• Aplia’s innovative and easy-to-use technology offers students interactive learning experiences and immediate feedback and offers instructors innovative teaching materials and automatically graded coursework.

TABLE OF CONTENTS

PART I: ACTIVE READING
Lesson 1: Before You Read or View, Take Four Actions
Lesson 2: While You Read or View, Stay Active and Focused
Lesson 3: After You Read or View, Think, Talk, and Write

PART II: VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT
Lesson 4: Before You Read, Use Word Parts to Expand Your Vocabulary
Lesson 5: While You Read, Define Words in Context
Lesson 6: While You Read and After You Read, Use the Dictionary
Lesson 7: While You Read and After You Read, Examine the Author’s Tone

PART III: MAPPS FOR READING
Lesson 8: Mark: Ask Questions and Mark the Answers
Lesson 9: About: Find the Topic
Lesson 10: Point: Identify the Main Idea
Lesson 11: Proof: Recognize the Supporting Details

PART IV: READING TEXTBOOKS
Lesson 12: Recognizing Patterns of Organization
Lesson 13: Recognizing More Patterns of Organization
Lesson 14: Studying Textbook Chapters

PART V: CRITICAL READING
Lesson 15: Asking Questions to Improve Your Thinking
Lesson 16: Analyzing Facts, Opinions, and Inferences

PART VI: READINGS
Theme 1: Hunger Pangs
Theme 2: Relating to Others
Theme 3: Making Healthy Choices
Theme 4: Going Green in the City

PART VII: MORE TIPS FOR READING AND TAKING TESTS

Visit the Dole/Taggart Community site:
www.cengage.com/community/doletaggart

Aplia
Engaging online content and intuitive navigation. See inside cover for details.

CourseMate
Text-specific eBook version available. See page 32 for details.

Developmental Reading ©2013 • www.cengage.com/devenglish
Reading Keys, 3rd Edition
Laraine E. Flemming

Reading Keys—the first in a three-book reading series by Laraine Flemming—is designed for reading level 6-8 and offers a comprehensive introduction to reading skills and strategies, from using context clues to identifying purpose and bias. Clear, accessible explanations present reading concepts without oversimplifying the process of reading comprehension. To ensure students' understanding, reading “keys” or summaries follow the explanations, breaking them down into manageable chunks. Throughout each chapter, a steady progression of more difficult exercises assesses students' understanding of the material and promotes improved comprehension and critical-thinking skills. This incremental approach to instruction and assessment makes it easier for beginning readers to absorb and master new information. The third edition of this text offers even more engaging readings—Laraine Flemming’s signature—as well as a focus on study skills, a new vocabulary feature, and a revised final chapter, “From Comprehension to Critical Reading.” A complete technology package—including online homework and practice, and a package of PowerPoint® slides and tests for the instructor—provides students with dynamic learning opportunities and instructors with enhanced teaching options.

NEW TO THIS EDITION
• A new Chapter 1, “Getting Into a Textbook State of Mind,” provides context for acquiring reading skills, with sections including “Learn How to Develop and Maintain Concentration,” “Preview Your Assignments,” and “Read Strategically.”
• A new vocabulary feature helps students acquire and develop an academic vocabulary.
• New sample sentences, paragraphs, and longer readings on lively and contemporary topics, grab and maintain students’ interest.
• Four new “Combining Your Skills” reading selections at the end of the text provide both textbook and high-interest readings.
• An appendix on using the dictionary has been updated to include the use of online dictionaries.

KEY FEATURES
• The text moves students from general reading strategies (in Chapter 1) and defining words in context through topics and main ideas, drawing inferences, and identifying patterns of organization.
• Each topic provides explanation and a “Reading Keys” summary, followed by numerous exercises, which provide immediate hands-on practice.
• End-of-chapter elements include a “Rounding Up the Keys” summary, “Ten Words for Your Vocabulary,” a longer “Digging Deeper” reading selection with questions to develop analytical skills, and six to eight tests that measure students' comprehension.
• Frequent textbook selections prepare students for academic reading, bolstered by vocabulary boxes and features that encourage development of appropriate vocabulary.

TABLE OF CONTENTS

1. Getting into a Textbook State of Mind
2. More on Words and Meanings
3. From Topics to Main Ideas
4. More on Topic Sentences
5. Working Together: Topic Sentences and Supporting Details
6. Drawing Inferences about Implied Main Ideas
7. Recognizing Patterns of Organization
8. Mixing and Matching Patterns
9. From Comprehension to Critical Reading
Combining Your Skills
Joining a Community of Readers: A Thematic Approach to Reading, 5th Edition

Roberta Alexander | San Diego City College

A contemporary thematic reader, Joining a Community of Readers is designed for reading levels 6-10 and offers a holistic approach to developing reading skills and building schema. It maintains a constant focus on key skills while providing ample practice with shorter and longer readings. The real-life context for skill instruction engages students as they are able to stay with a single theme throughout each instructive unit. The author's PRO reading strategy (Prepare to Read, Read Actively and Reflect, and Organize to Learn) places an emphasis on pre-reading, active reading, and post-reading activities throughout the text and gets students applying the skills in the context of the reading process. Significant attention is given to vocabulary skills and finding the main idea and supporting details.

NEW TO THIS EDITION

• The Fifth Edition includes nine new readings.
• New interactive opening pages motivate students and promote thought-provoking and lively discussion.
• A focus on writing is realized through a new recurrent exercise that emphasizes the reading-writing connection. This new exercise encourages students to make connections by working collaboratively with other students and by relating reading content to their own experience and previous knowledge.
• Inspirational quotations from well-known personalities encourage students to have confidence in themselves and make the commitment to achieve their goals.
• New Teaching Tips in the margins of every chapter include useful suggestions for using internet resources to reinforce content, designing classroom and collaborative activities to encourage active learning, and assigning exercises that build on reading assignments.

KEY FEATURES

• A holistic approach to reading that presents reading skills in the context of real-life issues helps students adapt reading and study strategies to all of their academic courses as well as to the workplace.
• Each chapter focuses on a single theme so that students can work with the ideas long enough to begin to understand and use the material in its complexity. This greater depth allows students to apply critical-thinking skills more effectively in class discussions, assigned writings, and collaborative activities.
• An “Organize to Learn” feature teaches students learning strategies and study skills, including how to organize their thoughts and classroom material.
• “Language Tips” offer useful notes on reading and language issues that are especially helpful for non-native English speakers.
• End-of chapter review material includes a “Putting It Together” chart that graphically summarizes the skills the chapter has introduced, a skills review activity, writing assignments, post-reading activities for further group work, and a web-based activity.
• Two mastery tests in each chapter give students further opportunities to master skills and to evaluate their progress. In addition, cumulative mastery tests at the back of the book assess all the core skills in the book. They can be used as pre- and post-test instruments to measure student progress or for student practice at the end of the term.

TABLE OF CONTENTS

1. The Reading Process: Becoming a Successful Student
2. Working with Words: Technology and You
3. Main Ideas: How We Look
4. Unstated Main Ideas: Challenges in Education.
5. Main Ideas and Supporting Details: Popular Culture
6. Working with Main Ideas and Supporting Details: Television in Our Society
7. Patterns of Organization: Families
8. Inferences: Coming of Age
9. Critical Reading: Social Connectedness and Community
Additional Readings That Correlate to Chapters 4–9
Cumulative Mastery Tests
A Reader’s Toolkit

Developmental Reading ©2013 • www.cengage.com/devenglish
Roberta Alexander | San Diego City College
Jan Jarrell | San Diego City College

Focused on interesting, contemporary themes, A Community of Readers is designed for reading levels 8-10 and teaches college level reading skills through readings from textbooks and from authors who write about real life issues that engage students. A Community of Readers, the second of two books in the Alexander reading series, offers guided, detailed instruction on all steps in the reading and learning process: reading, discussing and reflecting, writing, and critical thinking. The authors use a unique system to teach the reading process called PRO (Prepare to Read, Read Actively and Reflect, and Organize to Learn), which gives students a concrete learning process to follow. Each chapter introduces a key reading skill (e.g., identifying main ideas, building vocabulary, understanding inferences) and focuses on one theme. This thematic organization helps students develop schema while improving their reading skills.

The Sixth Edition maintains the focus on student participation in the classroom community and covers basic to high level reading skills, including examining fact and opinion, understanding bias, and thinking critically.

NEW TO THIS EDITION
• Heightened emphasis on critical thinking as a reading skill is integrated throughout the book, culminating in a refocused final chapter.
• Chapter 8 has an entirely new theme—crime and punishment—and the pedagogy has been trimmed and recast to focus squarely on critical thinking and the process of reaching well informed opinions.
• Ten new readings keep the issues and themes contemporary.
• An entirely new design makes the book more accessible and adds the interest of full color.
• Aplia's innovative and easy-to-use technology offers students interactive learning experiences and immediate feedback and offers instructors innovative teaching materials and automatically graded coursework.

TABLE OF CONTENTS

PART I: SKILLS INSTRUCTION AND THEMEATIC READINGS
1. The Reading Process: Joining a Community of Readers

2. Working with Words: Living with Technology

3. Topics and Main Ideas: Our Food, Our Culture
(Continued from previous page.)

4. Support for Main Ideas: Staying Well

5. Patterns of Organization: Where We Live, Our Communities

6. Inferences and Reading Literature

7. Facts and Opinions: Living in a Diverse Society

8. Critical Thinking: Crime and Punishment

Additional Mastery Tests

Cumulative Mastery Tests

PART II: A READER’S TOOLKIT
1. Reading Visual Aids

2. Note Taking: The Cornell Note-Taking System

3. Test Taking

4. Writing Tips for Readers

5. Evaluating and Navigating Websites

6. Reader Response Journals

7. Reading Circles

8. Poster Sessions.

9. Suggested Reading for Book Projects
Landscapes: Groundwork for College Reading

Christine Evans Carter | St. Louis Community College at Meramec

This comprehensive college reading preparatory text (spanning grade levels 8-10) takes a metacognitive approach and focuses on how the brain processes information, often referred to as brain-based learning. Since metacognition can best be understood as "thinking about thinking," the text presents new information with written "think alouds" to model the thought process involved in applying skills and strategies to reading passages. Based on the premise that the brain learns best through organization of information, the text presents the recognition of text structure and organization as a fundamental skill—one that is especially important for students who have limited prior knowledge of a subject. This focus on text structure provides a scaffold onto which developmental level readers can apply new knowledge. Information is presented in a carefully crafted sequence that builds upon prior knowledge and expands understanding of skills and strategies in a recursive manner.

The knowledge of how we learn, the focus of the first chapter, permeates the text and informs the selection of strategies and skills to be introduced and mastered in a specific order. In addition, learning is treated as incremental, with the reader gradually taking more responsibility with each new chapter. While each chapter emphasizes carefully selected reading skills and strategies, thematic content for each chapter establishes solid background knowledge of and interest in the subject matter. Specific and relevant study skills and vocabulary skills are integrated within each chapter as well.

KEY FEATURES

• The text’s unique chapter organization is built on a framework of brain-based learning.
• Themes applied to each chapter act as a way to build schema and prior knowledge.
• Reading Study Skills and Vocabulary Skills—significant areas of concern for developmental readers—are integrated into every chapter in a meaningful way that relates to the reading topic at hand.
• Varied practice throughout the book includes the Thinking It Through feature, which models a newly learned skill so that students can see and practice in a non-threatening environment, and the On Your Own feature, which then challenges students to apply the skill without guidance.
• Applications at the end of each chapter provide marginal support and prompt students to practice all the different skills learned in the chapter.
• Two authentic college textbook chapters allow students to apply their newfound reading skills to an actual textbook chapter. These chapters build on the themes students read about throughout the book.
• Because readings tend to focus on hard sciences and more technical vocabulary, the book is ideal for healthcare or science-based reading courses.
• Aplia’s innovative and easy to use technology offers students interactive learning experiences and immediate feedback and offers instructors innovative teaching materials and automatically graded coursework.

TABLE OF CONTENTS

UNIT I: APPROACHING COLLEGE READING

1. Active Reading and Previewing

2. Topic and Questioning
UNIT II: MAIN IDEAS

3. Explicit Main Ideas

OBJECTIVES. Pre-Assessment: “Money = Happiness” by John M. Grohol.

4. Implied Main Ideas


UNIT III: RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN IDEAS

5. Patterns of Organization


6. Supporting Details


UNIT IV: CRITICAL THINKING

7. Critical Reading


UNITS III AND IV TEXTBOOK APPLICATION

Wadsworth College Reading Series: Book 2, 3rd Edition

Cengage Learning

The Wadsworth College Reading Series, 3rd Edition is a three level series that uses a progressive, unified approach to improving students’ reading comprehension and critical thinking skills—all at an affordable price! Book 2 is the second book in a three level series and is designed for mid level (8th to 10th grade) reading courses. Each book in the series contains the same topics and content as other comparable textbooks, but for a third of the price.

Praised in previous editions by users across the country, the Third Edition of this innovative series contains additional features and support materials that will enhance students’ abilities to become effective readers. The series follows a consistent sequence and structure, pairing skills and strategies with paragraphs and short selections to introduce new concepts in context. The readings represent a diverse range of sources, including textbooks, websites, and magazines, have been updated for currency and relevance to students’ interest, and have been reviewed carefully to ensure appropriate instructional level reading.

Along with presenting the major reading skills—identifying the main idea, supporting details, implied main idea, transitions, patterns of organization, and others—the Third Edition introduces students to a world of reading strategies that enable them to practice good habits while reading. Strategies such as SQ3R, annotating, and note taking help students improve their comprehension and enable them to learn different strategies that will help them comprehend and analyze what they read. Each chapter covers skills and strategies in a consistent and clear manner.

NEW TO THIS EDITION

- **Longer Reading Selections**: A choice of three longer reading selections in Chapters 2-8 allows students more practice reading longer pieces as well as a greater diversity of material to read.
- **Longer Reading Selections from Career Area Textbooks**: At least one of the longer reading selections in Chapters 2-8 has been selected from career area textbooks such as fire science, law enforcement, computer technology, and sports medicine. Many students taking developmental reading courses today will pursue degrees in these career areas. The readings allow them to experience the actual textbook material from a career they may be considering. For students who are undecided in their career choice, these readings may inspire them to investigate a particular career.
- **Longer Biographical Reading Selections**: At least one of the longer reading selections in chapters 2-8 is of biographical content. These biographies are selected to represent the great diversity of people that students may very well read about in their college courses and during their careers.
- **Streamlined Skill Explanations**: Skill explanations have been streamlined for greater ease of comprehension.
- **Updated Practice Materials**: Practice materials are now largely selected from career area textbooks. Students have authentic college text materials on which to practice their reading skills. These high interest materials have been carefully chosen to be at students’ instructional reading level.
- **Reorganized Chapter Materials**: The reading strategy has been moved ahead of the reading selections. Students are encouraged to practice the chapter reading strategy on their choice of reading selections. Because there are multiple reading selections, students have the opportunity to practice the strategy several times. The chapter review has been moved to the end of the chapter. While most questions follow the cloze procedure format, questions in later chapters in the text require more thoroughly written answers.
- **Chapter Tests Now in the Instructor’s Manual**: Chapter tests have been removed from the textbook to allow for greater security and validity for administering chapter assessments. The Combined Skills Tests for comprehensive assessment at the end of the textbook have also been removed for security and validity of results. All the tests are available in the Instructor’s Manual and online.
- **Web Links**: Web links have been added to allow students additional instruction and the interactive links will provide them with the opportunity for additional practice.
TABLE OF CONTENTS

Each chapter begins with Chapter Goals and ends with Chapter Review.

1. IMPROVING READING AND THINKING

2. MAIN IDEAS

3. SUPPORTING DETAILS, MAPPING, AND OUTLINING

4. IMPLIED MAIN IDEAS

5. TRANSITIONS

6. PATTERNS OF ORGANIZATION.

7. INFERENCES

8. CRITICAL READING
Laraine E. Flemming

Reading for Results is the mid-level text (8th-10th grade) in the ever-popular reading series by Laraine Flemming, which includes Reading Keys (beginning level, page 4) and Reading for Thinking (advanced level, page 20). This hallmark developmental reading text is filled with stimulating readings that range in length from single paragraphs to textbook excerpts. Chapters and explanations are carefully structured so that each skill builds on the previous one until students are ready to tackle longer, multi-paragraph selections. By Chapter 11, “More on Purpose, Tone, and Bias,” students are ready to think about the basic structure of an argument and lay the foundations for critical thinking.

**KEY FEATURES**

- This edition’s beautiful full-color design enhances student understanding.
- Chapter 7, “Drawing Inferences from Visual Aids,” includes thorough coverage of interpretation of charts and graphs (formerly included in an appendix), with opportunities for practice and end-of-chapter quizzes.
- Chapter 1, “Strategies for Textbook Learning,” shows how underlining, annotating, diagramming, outlining, and note-taking are incorporated into the SQ3R study system.
- Chapter 4, “From Topics to Topic Sentences,” describes a new step-by-step system for paraphrasing, and more exercises ask for paraphrased answers. Chapter 4 also introduces a new system for discovering paragraph topics.
- Chapter 9, “Recognizing Patterns of Organization in Paragraphs,” includes a new section on the simple listing pattern and differentiates it from the classification pattern.
- Over two hundred new words, many drawn from academic texts, are introduced in context and defined in footnotes, and new “Vocabulary Check” boxes periodically review words learned in previous passages.
- A new “Summing Up the Key Points” box after each chapter section and a brief “Check Your Understanding” quiz a few pages further on utilize a “review and recall” format that has been shown to aid study and retention.
- Aplia’s innovative and easy-to-use technology offers students interactive learning experiences and immediate feedback and offers instructors innovative teaching materials and automatically graded coursework.

**TABLE OF CONTENTS**

1. Strategies for Textbook Learning
2. Building Word Power
3. Connecting the General to the Specific in Reading and Writing
4. From Topics to Topic Sentences
5. Focusing on Supporting Details
6. More about Inferences
7. Drawing Inferences from Visual Aids
8. Beyond the Paragraph: Reading Longer Selections
9. Recognizing Patterns of Organization in Paragraphs
10. Combining Patterns in Paragraphs and Longer Readings
11. More on Purpose, Tone, and Bias
Putting It All Together
Connect: College Reading
Ivan Dole | North Lake Community College
Leslie Taggart

Connect: College Reading, the second book in a three-book series, is written for intermediate reading level (8th to 11th grade) courses. The other books in the series are Connect: College Reading (introductory reading level, page 3) and Engage: College Reading (advanced reading level, page 14). Connect: College Reading motivates students to improve their reading comprehension by focusing on what they already know. This success-driven strategy empowers students to identify and draw on their strengths no matter what their learning style may be—in fact, visually and aurally oriented students are uniquely supported through an online Resource Center featuring a range of interactive learning opportunities.

KEY FEATURES

• The text begins with a “Prep Reading” that guides students through their first reading. The readings are supported by vocabulary help within the text, as well as audio and video support on the accompanying Resource Center.

• The authors teach students a variety of proven techniques designed to help them master college-level reading skills, including the MAPPS reading strategy and the EASY vocabulary strategy.

• Each end-of-chapter reading includes “Critical-Thinking Level” questions that target all six levels of Bloom’s taxonomy to get students in the practice of using the levels and broadening their ideas. These questions force students to identify why they chose their answer and what proof they have that their answer is the correct one.

• Throughout the chapter, students encounter a range of reading pedagogy. The “Pre-Reading the Selection” apparatus helps prepare students to read, gets them to connect their prior knowledge, and provides them with any cultural literacy knowledge they might need. “Reading Journal” and vocabulary prompts during reading help students find the meaning in each paragraph and guide them through unknown vocabulary. Finally, the post-reading apparatus targets comprehension, critical thinking, and vocabulary retention.

• Aplia’s innovative and easy to use technology offers students interactive learning experiences and immediate feedback and offers instructors innovative teaching materials and automatically graded coursework.

TABLE OF CONTENTS

PLAN FOR SUCCESS: A COURSE PREVIEW

PART I: READING TO SUCCEED
1. Exploring the Reading Process
2. Asking Questions
3. Developing Your Vocabulary

PART II: READING TO UNDERSTAND
4. Understanding Paragraph Structure
5. Recognizing Patterns of Organization
6. Identifying Implied Main Ideas

PART III: READING AND STUDYING COLLEGE TEXTBOOKS
7. Reading and Taking Notes on Textbook Chapters
8. Using and Integrating Visual Information

PART IV: READING CRITICALLY
9. Distinguishing Fact and Opinion
10. Analyzing the Author’s Tone
11. Evaluating the Author’s Reasoning and Evidence
12. Applying Your Critical Reading Skills Online

Appendix: A Guide to Reading Novels

Visit the Dole/Taggart Community site:
www.cengage.com/community/doletaggart
Advanced Reading

Engage: College Reading
Ivan Dole | North Lake Community College
Leslie Taggart

Taking a holistic approach to developmental reading, Engage: College Reading is the third book in a 3-book series, covering reading levels grades 10-12. It guides students through a stepped and incremental approach, activating background or prior knowledge as many of the skills students need to become critical readers are skills they already possess and use on a daily basis. Often using popular media as a springboard, Dole and Taggart show students how the skills used when watching television or movies can easily transfer to their academic reading.

In this third book, Engage offers a much greater emphasis on critical thinking, academic reading, and reading for careers. Reviewers have lauded the inclusion of varied, interesting readings that stimulate students’ interest in reading and provide them with background knowledge needed for the most popular college courses.

KEY FEATURES

- **Read and Talk** readings and activities open each chapter and get students engaged in an interesting reading so that they can see that reading can be something enjoyable.
- **Interactions** throughout the chapters give students the opportunity to practice each skill incrementally.
- **Engage Your Skills** and **Master Your Skills** sections allow students to further practice and test their knowledge of skills presented in the chapters.
- The **Section Review** that ends each major section within a chapter helps students develop a habit of looking critically at structure of textbooks by way of visual maps that they have to fill out. This practice will help students navigate more difficult academic textbooks in the future.
- A chapter-ending **Focus On** section focuses on a specific academic discipline, such as criminal justice, health sciences, and communications, and is accompanied by two readings from that discipline: a **College App** from a college textbook and a **Career App** from a popular source show the real-life application of the discipline so students can make connections to future careers.
- **Comprehension questions** follow the readings and allow students to practice higher level critical thinking.
- A culminating activity, **Your App**, gives students the opportunity to further explore the academic discipline using an engaging activity provided by the authors.
- Aplia’s innovative and easy-to-use technology offers students interactive learning experiences and immediate feedback and offers instructors innovative teaching materials and automatically graded coursework.

**TABLE OF CONTENTS**

**PART 1: READING AND STUDY STRATEGIES**

1. Engaging with Reading

2. Expanding Your Vocabulary

3. Identifying Topics and Main Ideas

4. Noticing Patterns of Supporting Details

5. Applying Reading Comprehension Skills through Note Taking

PART 2: CRITICAL READING STRATEGIES
6. Asking Critical Thinking Questions

7. Inferring Meaning from Details

8. Evaluating the Author's Purpose and Tone

9. Evaluating Points of View

10. Applying Critical Thinking Skills to Visuals

PART 3: READING ACROSS THE DISCIPLINES
Wadsworth College Reading Series: Book 3, 3rd Edition
Cengage Learning

The Wadsworth College Reading Series, 3rd Edition is a three-level series that uses a progressive, unified approach to improving students’ reading comprehension and critical thinking skills—all at an affordable price! Book 3 is the third book in the series and is designed for high level (10th to 12th grade) reading courses. Each book in the series contains the same topics and content as other comparable textbooks, but for a third of the price.

Praised in previous editions by users across the country, the Third Edition of this innovative series contains additional features and support materials that will enhance students’ abilities to become effective readers. The series follows a consistent sequence and structure, pairing skills and strategies with paragraphs and short selections to introduce new concepts in context. The readings represent a diverse range of sources, including textbooks, websites, and magazines, have been updated for currency and relevance to students’ interest, and have been reviewed carefully to ensure appropriate instructional level reading.

Along with presenting the major reading skills—identifying the main idea, supporting details, implied main idea, transitions, patterns of organization, and others—the Third Edition introduces students to a world of reading strategies that enable them to practice good habits while reading. Strategies such as SQ3R, annotating, and note taking help students improve their comprehension and enable them to learn different strategies that will help them comprehend and analyze what they read. Each chapter covers skills and strategies in a consistent and clear manner.

NEW TO THIS EDITION

- Longer Reading Selections: A choice of three longer reading selections in Chapters 2-8 allows students more practice reading longer pieces, as well as a greater diversity of material to read.
- Longer Reading Selections from Career Area Textbooks: At least one of the longer reading selections in Chapters 2-8 has been selected from career area textbooks such as fire science, law enforcement, computer technology, and sports medicine. Many students taking developmental reading courses today will pursue degrees in these career areas. These readings allow them to experience the actual textbook material from a career they may be considering. For students who are undecided in their career choice, these readings may inspire them to investigate a particular career.
- Longer Biographical Reading Selections: At least one of the longer reading selections in chapters 2-8 is of biographical content. These biographies are selected to represent the great diversity of people that students may very well read about in their college courses and during their careers.
- Streamlined Skill Explanations: Skill explanations have been streamlined for greater ease of comprehension.
- Updated Practice Materials: Practice materials are now largely selected from career area textbooks. Students have authentic college text materials on which to practice their reading skills. These high interest materials have been carefully chosen to be at students’ instructional reading level.
- Reorganized Chapter Materials: The reading strategy has been moved ahead of the reading selections. Students are encouraged to practice the chapter reading strategy on their choice of reading selections. Because there are multiple reading selections, students could possibly practice the strategy several times. The chapter review has been moved to the end of the chapter. While most questions follow the cloze procedure format, questions in later chapters in the text require more thoroughly written answers.
- Chapter Tests Now in the Instructor’s Manual: Chapter tests have been removed from the textbook to allow for greater security and validity for administering chapter assessments. The Combined Skills Tests for comprehensive assessment at the end of the textbook have also been removed for security and validity of results. All the tests are available in the Instructor’s Manual and online.
- Web Links: Web links have been added to allow students additional instruction, and the interactive links will provide them with the opportunity for additional practice.
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2. MAIN IDEAS

3. SUPPORTING DETAILS, MAPPING, AND OUTLINING
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The Wadsworth Guide to Reading Textbooks, 3rd Edition

Cengage Learning

The Wadsworth Guide to Reading Textbooks, designed for reading levels 10-12, highlights key skills and strategies required to successfully read college-level materials. Part One describes elements that often appear in textbooks, such as definitions, visual aids, and charts. Part Two examines how to deal with distractions, manage time, take notes, and read critically. In Part Three, students apply what they have learned to five short selections from various college disciplines. Part Four features four full-length textbook chapters from actual business, physical sciences, history, and sociology texts.

NEW TO THIS EDITION

• A full-length sociology textbook chapter now appears in Part IV; an updated section from a Management textbook appears in Part III.
• Chapter Objectives now appear at the beginning of each chapter.
• A space is now included on each exercise page for students to write their names.
• A new section on skimming and scanning has been added to the “Speed Reading and Efficient Reading” section.
• Additional information on active reading has been added.

TABLE OF CONTENTS

PART I: FEATURES OF COLLEGE TEXTBOOKS

PART II: STRATEGIES FOR READING COLLEGE TEXTBOOKS

PART III: USING TEXTBOOK FEATURES AND THE READING STRATEGIES: PRACTICE EXERCISES
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From An Introduction to Physical Science: “Atmospheric Effects.” Applying the Reading Strategies. Previewing the Chapter. Reading the Chapter. Check Your Understanding.
Incorporating a wealth of practice exercises and high-interest readings, *Reading for Thinking, 7th Edition*, designed for **reading levels 10-12+**, focuses on improving reading skills at the “micro-level” and moving on to the “macro-level.” Over half of the book is devoted to evaluating, drawing inferences, and identifying tone, bias, and purpose. The Seventh Edition continues to focus on developing students' comprehension and critical-thinking skills. Flemming uses a carefully designed sequence of explanations and exercises that allows students to approach critical reading as a natural extension of essential comprehension skills, rather than a discrete set of new strategies. Armed with the ability to both analyze and evaluate a writer’s work, students apply those twin intellectual tools to Flemming’s trademark high-interest readings to determine purpose, analyze evidence, detect bias, recognize tone, and compare opposing points of view. Vocabulary quizzes have been added to each chapter.

### KEY FEATURES

- An attractive full-color design enhances student understanding.
- Reorganized and revised chapters include enhanced information about reviewing the essentials of paragraphs, summarizing, and synthesizing sources.
- Vocabulary exercises reinforce new words presented within readings and exercises.
- Coverage of Topic, Patterns of Organization, Academic Success, Vocabulary Building, Paragraph Essentials, Outlining and Summarizing, Inference, Synthesizing Sources, Fact vs. Opinion, Purpose and Tone, and Analyzing Arguments provide students with targeted instruction.
- Diagrams in Chapter 4 provide visual models of patterns. An increased emphasis on interpretation of visuals (graphs, charts, and websites) throughout the text promotes visual literacy and proficiency.
- Aplia’s innovative and easy-to-use technology offers students interactive learning experiences and immediate feedback and offers instructors innovative teaching materials and automatically graded coursework.

### TABLE OF CONTENTS

1. Acquiring the Keys to Academic Success
2. Vocabulary Building for College Reading
3. Reviewing Paragraph Essentials
4. Recognizing and Using Patterns of Organization
5. Understanding, Outlining, and Summarizing Longer Readings
6. The Role of Inferences in Comprehension and Critical Reading
7. Synthesizing Sources
8. Defining the Terms Fact and Opinion
9. More on Purpose and Tone
10. Analyzing Arguments
An Introduction to Critical Reading, 7th Edition
Leah McCraney | University of Alabama at Birmingham

This unique college reading text for reading levels 10-13 allows students to appreciate the classics. *An Introduction to Critical Reading, Seventh Edition* gives students experience reading and evaluating poetry, short stories, essays, and textbook chapters. Students will not only learn to enjoy literature, but they'll also learn what qualities make literature great. Seventy-eight selections, chosen to help students develop critical-reading skills, provide students with a diverse range of both classic and contemporary authors, including E.A. Robinson, Eudora Welty, E.E. Cummings, Amy Tan, Shirley Jackson, Cathy Song, and Andrew Hudgins. The Seventh Edition is expanded with new reading selections, and an innovative Instructor’s Manual provides a wealth of teaching ideas and background material on each piece, while focusing on critical thinking.

**KEY FEATURES**

- **New literary selections** include short stories from Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie, Tobias Wolff, and Judy Budnitz, new essays from authors Kate Schmidt, William Chambliess, and Cindy Ross Scope, and eight new poems from poets such as Julia Alvarez, Billy Collins, and Sekou Sundiata.

- **New textbook chapters** from *The American Past: A Survey of American History* and SOC present students with the types of readings they will encounter in their college courses.

- **Footnote definitions and explanatory notes** of difficult words that are not defined in context have been added. Explanatory notes on allusions to literature, history, and art are also included. The glossary includes definitions and examples of common literary and rhetorical devices.

**TABLE OF CONTENTS**
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**PART III: ESSAYS**
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W. Royce Adams | Santa Barbara City College, Emeritus
Becky Patterson

Developing Reading Versatility is written for the upper-level reading course (grade levels 9-12). This classic text offers students a comprehensive skills-strategies approach to reading that takes them from basic vocabulary development all the way through critical comprehension skills. The text offers a range of readings and exercises designed to help students meet any academic challenge and maximize both their efficiency and effectiveness as readers and students. From the development of study skills to using the Internet effectively to learning to evaluate textbook-style readings, Developing Reading Versatility offers students all the tools they need—as well as practice using them—to become successful college students.

KEY FEATURES

• Vocabulary checks at the end of each chapter familiarize students with words that they should know to successfully complete academic reading assignments at the college level.

• Pro and con essays in the critical comprehension section helps students develop the skills to recognize the strengths and weaknesses of different arguments and analytical styles.

• Exercises in three progressive areas—literal, critical, and affective comprehension—give students the chance to gradually build their reading and analytical skills.

• Numerous comprehension and vocabulary questions and exercises throughout the text help reinforce the material and build students’ reading confidence.

• Updated information on the Internet and the effective use of search engines is paired with Internet activities that give students the opportunity to develop their online research skills.
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1. Developing Vocabulary Skills
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Mindscapes: Critical Reading Skills and Strategies
Christine Evans Carter

Mindscapes is a comprehensive college reading preparatory text (spanning grade levels 10-12) that takes a metacognitive approach and focuses on how the brain processes information, often referred to as brain-based learning. Since metacognition can best be understood as thinking about “thinking,” the text consistently presents new information with written “think alouds” to model the thought process involved in applying skills and strategies to reading passages. Based on the premise that the brain learns best through organization of information, the text presents the recognition of text structure as a fundamental skill—one that is especially important for students who have limited prior knowledge of a subject. This focus on text structure provides a scaffold onto which developmental-level readers can apply new knowledge. Information is presented in a carefully crafted sequence that serves to build upon prior knowledge and expand understanding of skills and strategies in a recursive manner.

KEY FEATURES

- The text’s unique chapter organization is built on a framework of brain-based learning.
- Themes applied to each chapter act as a way to build prior knowledge.
- Varied practice throughout the book includes the Thinking It Through feature, which models a newly learned skill so that students can see and practice in a non-threatening environment. The On Your Own feature then challenges students to apply the skill without guidance.
- Applications at the end of each chapter provide marginal support and prompt students to practice all the different skills learned in the chapter. To hold students’ interest and to prepare them for the variation they will encounter in their college courses, no two Applications have the same apparatus.

TABLE OF CONTENTS

UNIT 1: READING FOR STRUCTURE
THEME: THE BRAIN: MEMORY, LEARNING AND SUBSTANCE USE
1. Understanding Structure: Active Reading Strategies
2. Understanding Structure: Patterns of Organization and Supporting Details

UNIT 2: READING FOR MAIN IDEAS
THEME: COMMUNICATION AND CONFLICT ACROSS CULTURES
3. Understanding Explicit Main Ideas
4. Understanding Implied Main Ideas

UNIT 3: READING FOR STUDY
THEME: EDUCATION AND RESPONSIBILITY
5. Understanding Text Marking and Annotation
6. Understanding Text Note-Taking

UNIT 4: READING CRITICALLY
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7. Understanding Arguments
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ALSO AVAILABLE

Mary C. Fjeldstad—City University of New York, LaGuardia Community College
480 pages | Paperbound | 7-3/8 x 9-1/4 | ©2009 | 978-1-4240-6901-9 (International Ed)
World of Essential College Vocabulary Book 1
Margaret Ann Richek | Joliet Junior College

Book 1 of this compact, clearly organized, yet inexpensive series can be used stand-alone or bundled with any low or mid-level reading book (reading levels 8-10) where more vocabulary coverage is desired.

World of Essential College Vocabulary Book 2
Margaret Ann Richek | Joliet Junior College

Book 2, designed for reading levels 10-12, uses varied practice activities and engaging non-fiction readings to enrich students’ general and academic vocabulary.

KEY FEATURES FOR THE TWO-BOOK SERIES

• MP3 files are included with each package so students can hear words properly pronounced and used in context.
• Words taught in one chapter are repeated in others.
• Each book’s two-column format allows usage notes, annotations, and visuals.
• PowerPoint slides offer classroom visuals and activities.
• The book is helpful for ESL students, as well as for those who speak English as a first language.

TABLE OF CONTENTS: BOOK ONE

SECTION I: USING THE DICTIONARY

SECTION II: USING CONTEXT CLUES

SECTION III: COMBINING THE DICTIONARY & CONTEXT

SECTION IV: UNDERSTANDING WORD PARTS: ROOTS AND SUFFIXES

ADDITIONAL LEARNING AIDS

TABLE OF CONTENTS: BOOK TWO

SECTION I: USING THE DICTIONARY

SECTION II: USING CONTEXT CLUES

SECTION III: UNDERSTANDING WORD PARTS: PREFIXES

SECTION IV: UNDERSTANDING WORD PARTS: ROOTS AND SUFFIXES

ADDITIONAL LEARNING AIDS
Margaret Ann Richek | Northeastern Illinois University

This time-tested, top-selling vocabulary textbook not only teaches students the vocabulary they need for academic success but also provides them with the tools to acquire new words independently for years to come. A wealth of easy-to-use and engaging exercises offer in-depth word practice. A focus on three critical skills—dictionary use, context clues, and word elements—builds lifelong word acquisition skills. New online audio exercises hone pronunciation, and an abundance of support materials, including pre-written online tests for every chapter, make life easier for instructors.

TABLE OF CONTENTS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PART I: DICTIONARY SKILLS AND CONTEXT CLUES</th>
<th>PART II: WORD ELEMENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Words About People</td>
<td>Prefixes, Roots, and Suffixes. Using Word Elements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Words in the News</td>
<td>5. Word Elements: Prefixes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Other Useful English Words</td>
<td>7. Word Elements: Movement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Word Elements: Together and Apart</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Word Elements: Numbers and Measures</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Word Elements: Thought and Belief</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Word Elements: The Body and Health</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Word Elements: Speech and Writing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Answers to Quizzes. Index of Words, Word Elements, and Idioms.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Carol Friend | Mercer Community College
Laura Knight | Mercer Community College
Teresa Ferster Glazier | Late, Western Illinois University

By drawing on words that students already understand, The Least You Should Know about Vocabulary Building: Word Roots, Seventh Edition teaches vocabulary with minimal time and effort. This text avoids rote memorization techniques and instead highlights the meaningful units within words, giving students a reliable system for recognizing and retaining vocabulary. The book’s intuitive design and alphabetical organization make it easy for students to use as a reference tool as well as a textbook.

KEY FEATURES
• New, more challenging roots cogni/gnos replace tri and tele. Exercises have been updated and parts of speech added to all definitions throughout the text.
• Online Flashcards have been added to the Instructor Companion Website. The test bank has been updated to assist with quiz and test creation.

TABLE OF CONTENTS
| 1. Increasing Your Vocabulary through Learning Word Roots | 5. Preliminary Test |
| 3. Changes in Root Spelling | 7. Comprehensive Tests |
| 4. How to Use this Book |
R. Kent Smith

Building Vocabulary for College, Eighth Edition is a vocabulary worktext that helps students increase their academic vocabulary through a practical, reinforcing approach that promotes mastery of the words and word parts studied. Users love the book for its "conciseness yet breadth of application," its focus on word parts, its non-condescending tone, and its emphasis on academic terms.

KEY FEATURES

• Numerous revisions to words, sentences, exercises, and review tests, including the crossword puzzles, have been made to enhance this text's instructional value and enjoyment for both teachers and students.

• An updated design with eye-catching colors, new photos, and other selected features enrich the text's overall visual appeal while adding to its instructional utility.

TABLE OF CONTENTS

PART I: WORD PARTS AND CHALLENGING WORDS

PART II: ACADEMIC TERMS

ALSO AVAILABLE

Words Count
Laraine E. Flemming

Flemming teaches key vocabulary terms based on the premise that students learn best by seeing words repeatedly in different context—not through rote memorization. These vocabulary terms appear in increasing levels of difficulty throughout the text and have been carefully selected to highlight essential words that students will frequently encounter in their readings. Extensive practice opportunities appear in each chapter, in addition to end-of-unit tests. Plus, students can take advantage of a CD-ROM featuring over 800 additional vocabulary exercises.

Words Matter
Laraine E. Flemming

Words Matter features a conceptual approach to teaching mid- to high-level vocabulary. Each chapter introduces ten words linked together by theme, such as humor, light, heat, and friendship. This common thread helps students to compare and contrast words related in meaning or structure. As a result, students have multiple opportunities to form connections and anchor each new word and its meaning in their long-term memory. Readings also focus on topics of social and historical importance so that students expand their cultural literacy along with their vocabulary.
Fusion: Integrated Reading and Writing, Book 1
Dave Kemper | University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee
Verne Meyer | Dordt College
John Van Rys | Redeemer University College
Patrick Sebranek | University of Wisconsin Whitewater

This Developmental English book for reading and writing at the paragraph level, designed for reading levels 8-10, connects the reading and writing processes so that they are fully reciprocal and reinforcing, using parallel strategies to analyze reading and to generate writing. *Fusion: Integrated Reading and Writing, Book 1* teaches specific reading strategies with each essay genre and teaches rhetorical modes of writing as modes of thought. Grammar instruction is integrated in authentic writing, using high interest professional and student models.

**KEY FEATURES**

- The book consistently connects the reading and writing processes so that they are reciprocal and reinforcing.
- Students are introduced to parallel strategies to analyze reading and to generate writing (e.g., the traits, graphic organizers, questions, outlines, etc.).
- High-interest professional and student writing is included to provide students with models.
- Specific reading strategies are provided for each genre.
- Rhetorical modes of writing are presented as modes of thought.
- Grammar instruction is taught within the context of authentic writing.
- Aplia’s innovative and easy-to-use technology offers students interactive learning experiences and immediate feedback and offers instructors innovative teaching materials and automatically graded coursework.
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13. Cause-Effect
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14. Comparison
Understanding Comparison. Learning Reading Strategies. Reading and Reacting to a Professional Paragraph. Reading and Reacting to a Student Paragraph. Planning and Writing a Paragraph. Improving the Paragraph. Review and Enrichment.

15. Argumentation
Understanding Argumentation. Learning Reading Strategies. Reading and Reacting to a Professional Paragraph. Reading and Reacting to a Student Paragraph. Planning and Writing a Paragraph. Improving the Paragraph. Review and Enrichment.
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17. Sentence Basics
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Subject-Verb Agreement. Pronoun-Antecedent Agreement.

20. Sentence Problems
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21. Nouns
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23. Verbs
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Basic Capitalization Rules. Advanced Capitalization Rules.
This Developmental English book for reading and writing at the essay level, designed for reading levels 10-12+, connects the reading and writing processes so that they are fully reciprocal and reinforcing, using parallel strategies to analyze reading and to generate writing. *Fusion: Integrated Reading and Writing, Book 2* teaches specific reading strategies with each essay genre and teaches rhetorical modes of writing as modes of thought. Grammar instruction is integrated in authentic writing, using high interest professional and student models.

**KEY FEATURES**

- The book consistently connects the reading and writing processes so that they are reciprocal and reinforcing.
- Students are introduced to parallel strategies to analyze reading and to generate writing (e.g., the traits, graphic organizers, questions, outlines, etc.).
- High-interest professional and student writing is included to provide students with models.
- Specific reading strategies are provided for each genre.
- Rhetorical modes of writing are presented as modes of thought.
- Grammar instruction is taught within the context of authentic writing.
- Aplia’s innovative and easy-to-use technology offers students interactive learning experiences and immediate feedback and offers instructors innovative teaching materials and automatically graded coursework.
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17. Sentence Basics
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Subject-Verb Agreement. Pronoun-Antecedent Agreement.

20. Sentence Problems

PART IV: WORD WORKSHOPS

21. Noun

22. Pronoun
Personal Pronoun. Indefinite Pronoun. Relative Pronoun. Other Pronoun Types.

23. Verb

24. Adjective and Adverb

25. Conjunction and Preposition
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Quotation Marks. Italics.

29. Capitalization
Basic Capitalization Rules. Advanced Capitalization Rules.
Engaging. Trackable. Affordable.

Reading CourseMate™

Interested in a simple way to complement your text and course content with study and practice materials? Cengage Learning’s Reading CourseMate brings course concepts to life with interactive learning, study, and exam preparation tools that support the printed textbook. Watch student comprehension soar as your class works with the printed textbook and the textbook-specific website. Reading CourseMate goes beyond the book to deliver what you need!

Reading CourseMate includes:

**INTERACTIVE TEACHING AND LEARNING TOOLS**
Quizzes, flashcards, videos, timed reading practice, key concepts, and more enable students to prepare for class, review for tests, and address the needs of students’ varied learning styles.

**INTERACTIVE EBOOK**
With the interactive eBook, students can take notes, highlight, search, and interact with embedded media specific to their book. Use it as a supplement to the printed text, or as a substitute—the choice is your students’ with CourseMate.

**ENGAGEMENT TRACKER**
With CourseMate, you can use the Engagement Tracker to assess student preparation and engagement in your course. Use the tracking tools to see progress for the class as a whole or for individual students. Identify students at risk early in the course. Uncover which concepts are most difficult for your class. Monitor time on task with the resources you assign. Keep your students engaged.

For more information about how CourseMate can help you encourage engagement and assess student learning, contact your Wadsworth Cengage Learning representative or visit us online at [www.cengage.com/coursemate](http://www.cengage.com/coursemate)
Get Your Students Engaged and Motivated with

Aplia for Developmental Reading

Aplia gets students actively involved with engaging content that reinforces the reading skills they need for success in their college coursework. Students practice identifying main points and supporting details through diverse, high-interest readings paired with questions. Because Aplia gives students immediate feedback on their work, student confidence and motivation increases with every correct answer.

Aplia book-specific courses are available for many Cengage Learning developmental reading textbooks, ensuring that students are reinforcing and applying the same concepts and skills they are studying in class.

Instant and constructive feedback: For each question that students answer in Aplia, they will receive instant and constructive feedback, reinforcing the concept(s) being addressed in that particular assignment.

Vocabulary in context: While completing Aplia reading assignments, students can click on an unfamiliar word to read a definition, hear the word pronounced, then apply the new vocabulary word in context.

New! My Practice Reviews generate additional practice questions around your students’ areas of weakness, providing each student with an individualized review plan.
DEVELOPMENTAL READING  New Titles for ©2013

Introductory Reading

Wadsworth College Reading Series: Book 1, 3rd Edition
Cengage Learning
978-1-111-83940-6 • Page 1

Roberta Alexander / Jan Jarrell
978-1-111-83457-9 • Page 6

Landscapes: Groundwork for College Reading, 1st Edition
Christine Evans Carter
978-0-495-91316-0 • Page 8

Wadsworth College Reading Series: Book 2, 3rd Edition
Cengage Learning
978-1-111-83941-3 • Page 10

Intermediate Reading

Engage: College Reading, 1st Edition
Ivan Dole, Leslie Taggart
978-1-413-03317-5 • Page 14

Wadsworth College Reading Series: Book 3, 3rd Edition
Cengage Learning
978-1-111-83442-0 • Page 17

The Wadsworth Guide to Reading Textbooks, 3rd Edition
Cengage Learning
978-1-111-84017-4 • Page 19

Advanced Reading

Engage: College Reading, 1st Edition
Ivan Dole, Leslie Taggart
978-1-413-03317-5 • Page 14

Wadsworth College Reading Series: Book 3, 3rd Edition
Cengage Learning
978-1-111-83442-0 • Page 17

The Wadsworth Guide to Reading Textbooks, 3rd Edition
Cengage Learning
978-1-111-84017-4 • Page 19

Vocabulary Development

World of Essential College Vocabulary Book 1, 1st Edition
Margaret Richek / Susanne Picchi
978-1-111-81399-4 • Page 24

World of Essential College Vocabulary Book 2, 1st Edition
Margaret Richek / Susanne Picchi
978-1-111-84027-7 • Page 24

Integrated Reading and Writing

Fusion: Integrated Reading and Writing, Book 1, 1st Edition
Dave Kemper / Verne Meyer / John Van Rys / Patrick Sobranek
978-1-133-31215-4 • Page 27

Fusion: Integrated Reading and Writing, Book 2, 1st Edition
Dave Kemper / Verne Meyer / John Van Rys / Patrick Sobranek
978-1-133-31249-9 • Page 29

New! Diagnostic Tests provide an overall picture of your students’ performance, allowing you to instantly see where they are succeeding and where they need additional help. In addition, diagnostic reports allow you to view class progress on a student-by-student and topic-by-topic basis.

Gradebook analytics allow you to track student participation, progress, and performance in real-time graphical reports that show areas of strength and weakness on a student-by-student and topic-by-topic basis.

Flexible gradebook tools are compatible with other learning management systems.

Open here to learn more about how Aplia for Developmental Reading can motivate and engage your students!

View an Aplia demonstration at: www.aplia.com/developmentalenglish